Cleaning Technology
Municipal Technology
Waterjet Technology

SWEEPMASTER
SWEEPMASTER

HAKO

Hako walk-behind sweepers
and vacuum sweepers
Thoroughly cleaned floors
in each and every corner

Sweepmaster M600

Sweepmaster B500

Sweepmaster 650

Sweepmaster 800

A whole series
of benefits
Operating comfort inclusive
Sweepers and vacuum sweepers made by Hako
ensure fast and easy cleaning processes with
outstanding results: thanks to their comfortable
operating concept, ergonomic design of the steering
bar, and excellent view onto the working area.

HAKO

Area performance: from 2,300 to 4,350 m /h
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Hako DustStop
The side-broom jacket Hako DustStop reduces
the development of dust and fine particulates
during dry sweeping by up to 90 % in comparison

Outstanding performance
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to conventional side brooms.

Sweepmaster walk-behind sweepers and vacuum sweepers made by Hako provide

Perfect for every application

excellent results on carpets and hard floors. Available in different working widths

Hako Sweepmaster machines

and equipped with petrol-powered drive systems for outdoor use or battery-powered

are extremely robust and flexible

drives for indoor application, Hako offers the right solution for every sweeping

and therefore ideal for cleaning

task. In addition, powerful dust filters ensure clean exhaust air. The machines are

workshops, production facilities,

equipped with large-capacity dirt hoppers to ensure long hours of uninterrupted

carpeted floors, or paved out-

working. Clever details such as the comfortable hopper emptying system and

door areas with a consistently

easy-to-clean filters ensure uncomplicated in-between machine maintenance.

high performance.
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Absolutely clean
The highly manoeuvrable
and easy-to-use model
Sweepmaster B500
is particularly suited for
cleaning carpets.

Sweepmaster M600 / B500
From simple to demanding
Providing an area performance of up to 2,300 m²/h, the Sweepmaster M600 is the perfect
solution for cleaning small in- and outdoor areas. The machine’s low weight and easy handling
characteristics ensure that even gutters, steps and stairs are no problem at all for the user.
Thanks to its impact-resistant steel frame design, solid aluminium housing and indestructible
dirt hopper, the Sweepmaster M600 is ideal for industrial applications.

Fast and easy cleaning
The side broom removes dust and dirt from corners and edges,
and sweeps it into the path of the wide sweeping cylinder.
The dirt hopper is equipped with recessed grips to provide
easy removal from the machine and subsequent
emptying into a waste bin.

Outstanding performance
in a compact design
The Sweepmaster B500, Hako’s smallest motorised vacuum sweeper,

Features and benefits at a glance:
• 60 and 67 cm working width
• Area performance up to 2,400 m2/h

the fully usable 40-litre-capacity dirt hopper – the largest in its class! –

• R
 obust steel frame design and
a solid aluminium housing
(Sweepmaster M600)

and the maintenance-free battery system guarantee long hours of

• Easy handling

uninterrupted working. The powerful suction fan in combination with

• C
 learly structured control display
with easy-to-read symbols
(Sweepmaster B500)

offers an outstanding area performance of up to 2,400 m²/h. Both

the efficient filter system provide effective dust control to ensure
low-dust sweeping. When the job is done, the machine’s on-board
charger enables uncomplicated charging at any mains outlet.
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Perfect for indoor applications
Equipped with a maintenance-free
battery drive, the Sweepmaster B650
variant is suitable for working indoors,
and the on-board charger enables
uncomplicated recharging at any
mains outlet.

HAKO

Sweeping close
to walls and edges

Less dust and fine particulates
DustStop (option) reduces the development of dust and fine particulates

Sweepmaster 650
Excellent results – both in- and outdoors

during dry sweeping by up to 90 %.

Area performance up to 3,525 m /h
2

Emptying made easy
The Take-it-Easy dirt hopper system of the Sweepmaster 650 enables

Providing an area performance of up to 2,600 m²/h – or even up to 3,525 m²/h when equipped

uncomplicated emptying: The steering bar folds up to allow easy

with a side broom, the Sweepmaster M650 provides excellent cleaning results, right up to walls

removal of the dirt hopper, or manual input of debris that cannot be

and edges and even in curves, thanks to the widely overlapping side broom. The machine works

swept up by the machine.

with the clever overhead-thrower principle, which allows maximum filling of the dirt hopper.
For uninterrupted working and excellent sweeping results. The Sweepmaster 650 is available with
a petrol engine for outdoor use or a battery drive for indoor application.

Flexible application options
If used to clean both hard and carpeted floors, the Sweepmaster 650 can be upgraded
with an optional Carpet-Kit to provide thorough yet gentle cleaning of carpets – without
any loss of performance.

Features and benefits at a glance:
• 70.5 cm working width
• Area performance up to 3,525 m2/h
• Take-it-Easy dirt hopper system
• A
 vailable with an economical
petrol engine for outdoor use,
or a maintenance-free battery
drive for indoor application
• Optional equipment: Carpet-Kit
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Take-it-Easy
dirt hopper system

Area performance up to 4,350 m2/h

Sweepmaster 800
Professional sweeper for
excellent results

HAKO

Take-it-Easy: for uncomplicated emptying
Hako’s Take-it-Easy dirt hopper system enables uncomplicated

The Sweepmaster 800 provides cleaning of small to medium-sized

manual emptying. The two dirt hoppers can be removed and emp-

areas with excellent results and flexible application options, because the

tied separately to ensure that the weight is distributed more evenly.

machine is available with an economical petrol engine for outdoor use,

The steering bar folds up and out of the way, which makes it easier

or a maintenance-free battery drive for indoor application, as well as an
optional Carpet-Kit. Its robust steel frame design is ideal for heavy-duty
applications with a convincing area performance of up to 4,350 m /h.
2

DustStop(option) reduces dust
and fine particulate emissions at

to open and remove the hoppers from the machine, or to throw in
larger pieces of debris by hand.

the side broom by up to 90 %.

Features and benefits at a glance:
• 87 cm working width
• Area performance up to 4,350 m2/h
• Take-it-Easy dirt hopper system
• Available with an economical
petrol engine for outdoor use,
or a maintenance-free battery
drive for indoor application
• Optional equipment: Carpet-Kit
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Technical data

Which machine is the best for your requirements?
Our comprehensive range of Sweepmaster walk-behind vacuum sweepers offers machines for
every application, from cleaning small to medium-sized areas. The table below helps you to find
the best machine solution for your individual tasks:

Sweepmaster
Area performance
in m2/h

M600

B500

P/B650

P/B800

2,300

2,400

3,525

4,350

Our machines at a glance

Sector

The table below gives you an overview of all technical data as well as
information on the dimensions and weight of our Sweepmaster models.
Logistics

Technical data
Retail

M600

B500

650

800

Working width with side broom

cm

67

60

70,5

87

Theoretical area performance

m /h

2,300

2,400

3,525

4,350

manual

battery

battery/
petrol

battery/
petrol

4

5

5

2

Drive system
Hotel & Catering

Industry

Service Providers &
Facility Management

Working speed

km/h

4

Dirt hopper capacity

l

40

40

35

40

Length

cm

133-155

80-100

120

120

Width

cm

79

70

68.5

85

Height above the seat (handle bar)

cm

90-106

60-120

71.5-100

71.5-100

Total weight, ready to use

kg

24

56

105-122

112-165

Maintenance-free

Optional equipment

The battery of the electrically

Each Sweepmaster can be individually configured to ensure that

driven models Sweepmaster

you always have the right machine at hand for every sweeping task:

B500, B650 and B800 is

with optimally adapted original accessories that provide more

completely maintenance-free.

efficiency, environmental protection and occupational safety.

The machines are equipped
with an on-board charger.

Upgrade options

M600

B500

650

DustStop
Carpet-Kit*

•

800
•

•

•

•

* Battery-powered variant
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Form, colour and design are subject to change without notice in favour of further technical development. Pictures may show optional equipment.
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Available quickly on site when needed
Coordinated by a GPS-controlled assignment planning system,
650 field technicians are available for you around the clock to ensure
maximum machine availability and minimum downtimes. In addition,
our highly efficient spare part logistics guarantees direct over-night
delivery of original spare parts.
Easy access to all relevant components ensures

Hako-Fleet-Management

uncomplicated maintenance and servicing.

Hako’s online-based fleet management tool records all relevant key
data of your cleaning machines for central processing and subsequent
retrieval via PC or mobile device at any time and place. view.X enables
economically efficient use and management of your fleet of machines.
In addition, view.X.live transmits important operating data almost in real
time; and the electronic machine access authorisation module entry.X
prevents unauthorised use.

Quality easily financed
We offer you attractive, customised rental and leasing options for more

Hako Australia Pty Ltd
90 Wetherill Street North,
Silverwater, NSW 2128
Australia
hksales@hakoaustralia.com.au
www.hakoaustralia.com.au

Blue Competence is an initiative of VDMA
(www.vdma.org). By engaging in this partnership, we are committed to comply with
the twelve sustainability principles applied
in the field of mechanical and system engineering (www.bluecompetence.net/about).

81-10 -2 917

flexibility and cost-efficiency.

